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Abstract—Future transportation challenges include a considerable reduction in pollutant emissions at a time when significant increase in demand is predicted. One of the enabling solutions is the electrification of transport systems as this should lead to improved operability, fuel savings, emission reduction and maintenance. Whilst state-of-the-art technology has demonstrated benefits there needs to be considerable advancement to meet future transportation affordability and emission targets. Primarily, electrical drives need an improved power density, an increased reliability and a reduced specific cost. For this reason, Integrated Modular Motor Drives (IMMD) present an attractive solution. Modularity leads to redundancy and easier integration. This paper presents a novel speed-drooped control system applied to motors fed by modular paralleled converters. This control technique allows precise speed regulation and power sharing among different segments showing improved fault tolerance and reliability. The design procedure and the power sharing dynamic have been presented and analysed by means of Matlab/Simulink and validated in a 3kW experimental rig, showing good agreement with the expected performances.

Index Terms—Drives, electrical machines, speed-droop, parallel converters, voltage source converter (VSC).

I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays most three-phase motors are supplied by a conventional three phase-motor drive [1]. Next generation drives should provide greater reliability, robustness and competitiveness on the global market of propulsion systems. A segmented machine is one of the possible solutions to increase fault tolerance, giving the chance to redesign the drive concept, providing the power in a modular and integrated way. Integrated Modular Motor Drives (IMMD) are the result of this process of innovation suitable for applications requiring high efficiency and power density [2], [3]. Redesign of the drive with the power electronics building block (PEBB) [4] in mind is not just a simple physical redistribution of the components into the housing to save space and wire length, but it is a chance to investigate new possible features, and therefore, new market opportunities. At the moment, higher cost is the main issue preventing their diffusion into the market, but the flexibility and functionalities introduced by IMMD systems is expected to reduce the payback time in the near future; indeed, due to their modularity, on a large scale economy the costs of the IMMD will be cut down [1].

Modularisation introduces redundancy, increasing up time service and availability. This new kind of approach leads to new functionalities, for example, depending on the winding and configuration, the drive could detect a fault in a segment and reconfigure the system to cope with the fault condition [5]–[8]. On the other hand, integration adds some problems, for example, thermal management; consequently more emphasis must be taken in heat extraction [9], [10]. Currently only a few prototypes of modular and/or integrated drives have been developed [3], [11]–[15]. Due to their benefits listed in Table I, IMMDs are one of the best candidates for future electrical propulsion systems [16].

Among the possible choices, this paper considers the specific case of a rewound three phase machine, where two main arrangements are possible: series and parallel, shown in Fig. 1a and Fig. 1b respectively [2], [3]. In both the figures, the DC/AC blocks are meant to be the three phase two level inverter topology (Fig. 1c). Each inverter is connected to the relative three phase set of windings of a multi-three phase electrical motor. The arrangement obviously affects the system behaviour and, consequently, the control system. The main limitation of the series configuration (Fig. 1a) is the fault tolerance: in fact, if a segment is damaged, the entire system is compromised. On the other hand, in the parallel configuration (Fig. 1b), due to the replication of the paralleled inverters and the three-phase sets of windings, both in case of segment or drive fault, system service is guaranteed. For this reason between the two configurations, the parallel one is the most suitable for IMMD, therefore it has been considered here. The other relevant design choice is the connection of the neutral points. If they were connected together, in case of a fault, the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benefits</th>
<th>Drawbacks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Volume, Weight ↓</td>
<td>Design complexity in general</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wires length, Costs ↓</td>
<td>Thermal management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electro Magnetic Interference ↓</td>
<td>Control strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redundancy and Reliability ↑</td>
<td>Mechanical integration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Availability and Maintainability ↑</td>
<td>Vibrations suppression</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE I
PROS AND CONS OF IMMD
system could be reconfigured thanks to additional switches and modified modulation strategies [5], [17]. Even if the three phase systems are isolated, fault tolerant strategies have been developed and verified [6]. Since the connection of the neutral points increases the complexity and establishes the flow of undesired circulating currents between segments, the neutral points will be considered disconnected.

In literature different strategies for multi-drive systems have been proposed (Fig. 2), and their main features are summarised in Sec. II. As an alternative, this paper proposes an enhanced droop based controller for the IMMDe which guarantees tightly regulated speed while arbitrarily sharing the load power among the modules [18], [19]. In the proposed technique, the load sharing ratio can be dynamically adjusted with predictable response. The details of the proposed control solution are presented in Sec. III. Sec. IV outlines a simplified procedure for control design and Sec. V discusses the impact of droop slopes on the current sharing dynamics. The overall design approach is summarised in Sec. VI, whereas a case study is presented in Sec. VII. The validation of the proposed analysis including simulations and experimental results is provided in Sec. VIII.

II. MULTI DRIVE CONTROL STRATEGIES

Nowadays, power sharing in drive applications (like for example conveyor systems, large diameter bull gears with multiple drives, printing presses with in-line drive shaft, coal cars, cement kilns, and separator drums) are achieved thanks to three different control techniques: common speed reference (Fig. 2a), torque follower (Fig. 2b) and speed trim follower (Fig. 2c) [20], [21]. The common speed reference is the simplest where all the drives are operated in speed mode. The power sharing ratio cannot be changed, thus power is always equally split among the segments. Since all the drives are independent, the main advantage of such a configuration is its fault tolerance. In the torque follower configuration (Fig. 2b) interconnections between drives are required [22], [23], and for this reason, it is not modular and not fault tolerant. However, both the load sharing and the speed control are precise. The master drive is operated in speed regulation, whereas the followers are operated in torque regulation mode. This layout is used where coupling among the motors is rigid and speed regulation is critical. In the speed trim follower all the drives are operated with speed regulation (Fig. 2c). Whilst the master takes speed reference as it is provided, the followers are added with a trimmed speed. The trim adjusts the speed set-point comparing the local torque set-point with the one from the master. This guarantees equal torque generated by each module. With rigid couplings the torque set-points are the same and no adjustments are encountered. The speed trim follower configuration is adopted when the coupling among motors has a very high potential for oscillation. Since each drive is fed with the torque reference of the master drive, the speed trim follower is not modular. Even if its layout could be reconfigured in case of fault thanks to a supervisory controller,
complexity would increase compromising reliability.

Among the control strategies mentioned above, the only one having independent drives is the the common speed reference. For this reason, it is more suitable for IMMD compared to the torque follower and the speed trim follower configuration. However, the common speed reference does not allow a precise load sharing [20], [21]. The proposed speed droop controller allows a precise load sharing even if all the drives are configured in speed mode and being independent one from each other at the same time.

The aforementioned configuration can be used to control paralleled converters connected to a single machine with one rotor and multiple three phase stator windings, or when using more than one independent machines with the rotors directly coupled together with stiff joints. Since actuation power is shared among different modules with independent power electronics and isolated windings, if the system is properly re-configured under fault conditions, the overall reliability is improved. Since various faults may occur for very different systems, they will not be listed here. In general, as soon as the fault is detected thanks to the current fault detection techniques for three-phase AC motor drives [24], the system will be able to operate at reduced power, unless the individual modules are overrated to accommodate one or more failures in the system. In the next section the developed speed droop controller is introduced and detailed.

III. THE PROPOSED SPEED DROOP CONTROLLER

From a general perspective, droop control is a very well known technique used in power systems to share power demanded by the grid among different generation systems [25], [26], in uninterruptible power supply (UPS) [27], and DC/DC converter [28] scenarios. In AC power system scenario, the basic droop characteristic is a linear function with a negative coefficient on the Frequency-Active power plane governed by the following equation [29]:

\[ \omega_i = \omega_0 - K_D P_i \]  

where \( \omega_i \) and \( \omega_0 \) are the angular frequency of the output voltage and of the base reference respectively, \( P_i \) is the output active power, and \( K_D \) is the droop coefficient. The greater the frequency the less is the power produced by the generation plant. Changing the coefficients of individual power stations sets the power produced by each one of them. Thanks to this, the way power injected into the grid is partitioned among generation plants is a function of the droop coefficients [30].

Translating these concepts into an IMMD like the one in Fig. 1b power sharing among the drives is possible. The key point here is the droop plane (Fig. 4a). Generation systems are defined by angular frequency \( \omega \) and the active power \( P \), however IMMD are described by the current set-point \( i^* \) of a single \( j \)-inverter and the internal speed reference \( y_{SP_j} \) like the following (Fig. 4b):

\[ \omega_{Dj} = y_{SP_j} - K_{DIj} i^*_j \]  

Indicating the generic inverter (or module) of the IMMD with \( j \). Fig. 3 shows how the droop has been implemented in the proposed speed droop system. Even if the same approach can be applied to an IMMD with a generic number \( n \) of modules, in Fig. 3 the full control scheme is reported for \( n = 2 \). The mechanical load is common and represented with a linear model with inertia \( J \) and friction \( F \). The two three-phase windings are represented by a generalised scheme of the q-axis of the machine with stator resistor \( R \) and the stator inductor along the q axis \( L \). This is to highlight that the control approach can be applied to any machine, replacing \( K_b \) and \( K_t \) with the specific back emf and torque equations. The regulator \( PI_I \) is the current controller. The outer regulator, \( PI_D \), is the
compensation PI with the goal of restoring the desired speed set-point and to fulfill the speed dynamic constraints (Fig. 5).

In order to better understand the droop controller \( G_{EQj} \) (Fig. 4b) between the current PI and the compensation PI, consider first a simple integral speed controller \((K_{Dj} = 0)\) where the regulator \( K_{ISj}/s \) processes the speed error with respect to a constant reference \( \omega_{Dj} = y_{SPj} \), and defines the current set-point \( i_j^* \). Introducing the droop coefficients \( K_{Dj} \), the speed set-point \( \omega_{Dj} \) is now a function of the ideal set-point \( y_{SPj} \) minus a component dependent on the actual current (torque) demand. The correlation among values is reported in Fig. 4a and the droop regulator in Fig. 4b can be written as:

\[
G_{EQj}(s) = \frac{K_{ISj}}{s + K_{ISj}K_{Dj}} = \frac{i_j^*(s)}{y_{SPj}(s)} \quad (3)
\]

If we assume an ideal inner current loop, i.e. \( i_j = i_j^* \), and an intuitive understanding of the system operation can be better gained. Under the condition in (5) the scheme in Fig. 3 can be simplified into a system where the compensation PI \( PI_D \) remains in place but all the inner loops with droop, including \( K_{ISj}, K_{Dj} \) and the inner adder, can be replaced by a gain \( 1/K_{Dj} = W_j \) receiving the output of \( PI_D \), and directly providing the current reference for the inner current controller \( PI_I \) (Fig. 6). All the control parameters and the machine parameters are assumed to be the same in each module, and only the droop coefficients can vary to change the power sharing. This simplified approach where the droop is reduced to a set of parallel PI controllers \((PI_D)\) with different gains \((1/K_{Dj} = W_j)\) depending on the desired sharing ratio would be the simplest approach for a system operating with constant sharing ratio. Such a kind of arrangement would be like a common speed reference system with a tunable current set-point. However in this case, a change in the coefficients \( W_j \) would be instantaneously reflected in a change of the references for the current loops, causing a poorly damped sharing transient leading to torque stresses and undesired vibrations. In the control structure proposed in this paper, one of the desired features is to be able to control the current sharing dynamic after sharing ratio step changes. In this case, the droop implementation using the scheme in Fig. 4b instead of a simple gain like in Fig. 6 guarantees smoother transients after step changes in power sharing demand.

Assuming that the load power is equally split among the \( n \) modules, the schematic in Fig. 3 can be simplified with the collective one in Fig. 7, where the parallel current controllers have been replaced by the closed loop function with bandwidth \( \omega_c \). The parallel of the \( n \) droop controllers \( G_{EQj} \) (where \((ES)\)) stands for equal sharing) has been replaced by an equivalent collective controller:

\[
G_{EQ} = nG_{EQj}^{(ES)} \quad (6)
\]

![Fig. 5. With compensation PI the final speed tracks the set-point. At second 8th the load (\( T_L = 17Nm \)) is attached and the speed error increases like described by (4).](image1)

![Fig. 6. Simplified droop under condition in (5)](image2)

![Fig. 7. Equivalent collective control scheme valid when the load power is equally split among the \( n \) modules. \( I_e = K_{IS}/s \).](image3)
The equality in Eq. (6) can be satisfied if and only if $K_{iS} = K_{iSj}^{(ES)} n$ and $K_D = K_{Dj}^{(ES)} n$ as highlighted by Eq. (7):

$$G_{EQ}(s) = \frac{n K_{iSj}^{(ES)}}{s + K_{iSj}^{(ES)} n} = n G_{EQj}^{(ES)}(s)$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

From the above equation it can be observed that the whole system can be modelled as an equivalent single module with integral gain $K_{iS}$ and droop gain $K_D$:

$$K_{iS} = K_{iSj}^{(ES)} n \quad K_D = \frac{K_{Dj}^{(ES)}}{n}$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

The $K_D$ and the $K_{iS}$ gain in Eq. (8) can be defined as the collective droop and the collective integral gain coefficient respectively.

V. DROOP SLOPES AND CURRENT SHARING DYNAMIC

The equivalent collective model (Fig. 7) built on the previous section has assumed power equally shared among the $n$ modules of the IMMD. The total power $P_{TOT}$ is given by the sum of all the nominal torques produced by each module multiplied by the shaft speed. Since currents and torques are directly proportional ($T = K_1 i$, the $j$-th power in p.u. is described by the following:

$$P_j = \frac{I_{nom,j}}{n} \sum_j I_{nom,j} \text{ [p.u.]}$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

where $I_{nom,j}$ is the nominal current on the q-axis of the $j$-th module. From Fig. 3, it can be noticed that the current set-points are the output of the sharing regulators $G_{EQj}$. Provided that in the steady state the magnitude of the droop loops is the reciprocal of the droop coefficient $|G_{EQj}|_{s \to 0} = 1/K_D$, the total power $P_{TOT}$ can be described as $\varepsilon$ (the sum of the reciprocals as previously defined). Therefore, the power provided by each of the $n$ modules in general (not only when the power is equally split) can be written as:

$$P_j = \frac{1}{K_{Dj}^{(ES)}} = \frac{1}{\varepsilon} \text{ [p.u.]}$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

Thanks to Eq. (10), as long as $\varepsilon$ is kept constant, unbalanced power sharing can be achieved just changing the droop coefficients. Whenever a different sharing ratio is needed (not equal sharing like previously supposed), the droop coefficients $K_{Dj}$ could be updated by a supervisory controller or programmed off-line a priori. The graphical representation of Eq. (10) is given in Fig. 8. Unfortunately, simply changing the droop gains leads to different and dynamically unbalanced droop controllers with different time constants as shown later on. Constant speed of the shaft on power sharing transients can be achieved if and only if the collective sharing regulator transfer function is kept constant:

$$\sum_j G_{EQj}(s) = n G_{EQj}^{(ES)}(s) = G_{EQ}(s)$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

Fig. 8 shows a graphical representation of the power sharing change for the case $n = 2$, referring to the single-module droop characteristics. As a final result, changing the power contribution of module 1 from 0.5[p.u.] (equal sharing) to an arbitrary $P_1$ can be achieved dividing the droop slope $K_{Dj}$ by $\xi_1 = n P_1$ and dividing the slope $K_{Dj}$ by $\xi_2 = n (1 - P_1) = n P_2$. Since the current sharing dynamic is governed by the droop controller $G_{EQj}$, its closed loop time constant in Eq.(14) dominates the power sharing transient.

$$\tau_{sharing,j} = \frac{1}{K_{Dj} K_{iSj}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (14)

For this reason, in order to keep constant the sharing regulator transfer function, both the integral gains $K_{iSj}^{(ES)}$ must be scaled accordingly like in Eq. (13). In Fig. 9, the two $i_q$ currents after a sharing ratio step (from equal sharing to 0.75% : 2.25%) are reported. It is possible to notice how without updating the integral gains ($K_{iSj}$) of the sharing regulators, different time constant ($\tau_{sharing,j}$ from (14)) are obtained. This leads to total flowing current variation within the electrical motor during the transient. In fact, $i_qTOT = i_q1 + i_q2$ is not constant along the power sharing variation. This is reflected on the angular speed of the shaft in Fig. 10. Updating the integral gains, the speed is tracking the set-point during power sharing transients. Moreover, Eq. (14) confirms that updating the integral gain maintains constant sharing dynamic and guarantees constant
stability margins. This will be confirmed by experimental results in Sec. VIII.

VI. CONTROL DESIGN APPROACH

Based on the previous discussion, and maintaining the same approximations, a simple design procedure can be proposed for the IMMD control. The inner current loop is designed to guarantee maximum bandwidth (ωc). Then, the collective droop coefficient KD must be chosen with Eq. (15) (see Fig. 4a) where ΔωMAX = (ω∗ − ω) is the steady state speed error (without compensation PI) at full load.

\[ KD = \frac{\Delta \omega_{\text{MAX}}}{\sum_{j} I_{\text{nom},j}} \]  

Referring to Fig. 7, the collective integral gain KIS can be calculated imposing the phase margin (ϕm) with the following:

\[ \angle G_{E_\text{Q}}(s) G_I(s) K_I G_M(s) = \phi_m - \pi \]  

where \( G_M(s) = 1/(s J + F) \) is the transfer function of the mechanical load, \( K_I \) is the machine constant \( K_I = T/s \), \( G_I(s) = \omega_c/(s + \omega_c) \) is the closed loop current control. The design of the compensation PI can be achieved with aid of the equivalent collective scheme in Fig. 7. The plant for designing \( P_{I_D} \) is the total inner drooped loop transfer function \( H_{E_\text{Q}}(s) \), that can be written as:

\[ H_{E_\text{Q}}(s) = T_{E_\text{Q}}(s)/(1 + T_{E_\text{Q}}(s)) \]

\[ T_{E_\text{Q}}(s) = G_{E_\text{Q}}(s) G_I(s) K_I G_M(s) \]  

Under the previous hypothesis of balanced load and provided that \( G_{E_\text{Q}} = n G_{E_\text{Q},j}^\text{ES} \), the same response of the designed equivalent collective system when using \( n \) modules can be achieved multiplying by \( n \) the collective droop gain and dividing by \( n \) the collective integral gain (Eq. (8)).

Referring to Sec. V, whenever the power sharing ratio has to be changed, power can be shared updating accordingly the sharing regulator parameters by the scaling factor \( \xi_j \) (Eq. (12)).

VII. CONTROL DESIGN - CASE STUDY

The system has been designed considering a set-point speed \( \omega^* = 149.2[\text{rad/sec}] \) equal to the nominal speed of the motor used for the experimental validation in Sec. VIII. Referring to the equivalent collective scheme in Fig. 7., the current controller has been assigned a bandwidth \( BW_C = 300[\text{rad/sec}] \) and a phase margin \( PM_C = 60^\circ \), whereas the outer loop \( (P_{I_D}) \) has been tuned with a bandwidth \( BW_D = 30[\text{rad/sec}] \) and \( PM_D = 60^\circ \). The droop loop, or sharing loop, has been set up with different bandwidth \( (BW_D < BW_S < BW_C) \) and phase margin \( (PM_S) \) values in order to highlight and validate how the proposed strategy is able to control the current sharing dynamic. The collective droop gain coefficient can be obtained with Eq. (15) imposing \( \Delta \omega_{\text{MAX}} \). This would be the steady state output speed of the system without the compensation \( P_{I_D} \). In this particular case, the maximum delta has been set up equal to the 15% of the reference speed \( (\Delta \omega_{\text{MAX}} = 22.38[\text{rad/sec}] ) \). Considering a nominal current of 6.13[A], Eq. (15) leads to the collective droop coefficient \( K_D = 3.65(\text{rad/sec}/A) \). In the first results, the sharing loop has been set with \( BW_S = 40[\text{rad/sec}] \) and \( PM_S = 60^\circ \). The impact of this choice on the sharing dynamic will be discussed later in Sec. VIII-C.

The parameters required for the design have been estimated from the experimental setup with two motors on the same shaft presented in Sec. VIII. The magnetizing inductance and the stator resistance of the two motor sections have been measured with the no-load and short-circuit tests. The inertia and the friction of the system have been obtained from the data-sheets and measuring the time constant of the shaft. All the parameters are reported in Table II.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table II</th>
<th>Estimated machine parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stator Inductance ( L )[H] &amp; Resistance ( R )[Ω]</td>
<td>0.257, 3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaft inertia ( J[\text{Nm}^2/s] ) &amp; Friction ( F[\text{Nm s}] )</td>
<td>3e⁻¹, 9e⁻²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machine constant ( K_I[\text{Nm/A}] )</td>
<td>3.27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VIII. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION

The proposed model has been validated with the experimental rig in Fig. 11. The IMMD system has been emulated using three independent induction machines on the same shaft. In this configuration the mutual interaction between the three-phase sets of windings are neglected. The first two machines are controlled as an equivalent IMMD with \( n = 2 \) fed by a custom two level inverter [8], switching at \( f_{SW} = 5kHz \) and with DC bus at \( V_{DC} = 540V \). The third motor is controlled as a load with a commercial inverter (Unidrive SP by Emerson).
The three motors are identical and their plate data is reported in Table III.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>V</th>
<th>Hz</th>
<th>kW</th>
<th>rpm</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>cos(φ)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>380</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>1425</td>
<td>6.13</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The custom inverter is controlled by a DSP/FPGA platform. Even if the controller is unique, the control loops for the two modules have been written independently without sharing information, to emulate the condition where the modules are completely independent.

A. Collective equivalent module and speed dynamic

The first experimental validation has been the implementation of the equivalent collective system in Fig. 7, and designed in Section VII, without the compensation loop. The obtained current and sharing controller parameters have been scaled by \( n \) according to the discussion in Section VII, hence the droop coefficients become \( K_{D1}^{(ES)} = K_{D2}^{(ES)} = nK_D = 2 \times 3.65 = 7.3[(rad/sec)/A] \), whereas \( K_{iS1}^{(ES)} = K_{iS2}^{(ES)} = K_{iS}/n = 26/2 = 13 \). Fig. 12 reports experimental and simulated response of the drive speed from a zero to a full load step \( T_L = 17[Nm] \).

B. Current sharing dynamic

The second step of the experimental validation is the implementation and prediction of the current sharing dynamic in response to a change in an external sharing command. In order to do so, the emulated IMMD is brought to steady state with equally shared power (3.06[A] per motor) and full load torque \( T_{L,NOM} = 17[Nm] \). At \( t = 8[s] \) the power sharing is changed to 25% to module 1 and 75% to module 2, i.e. \( K_{D1} = K_{D1}^{(ES)}/\xi_1 = 7.3/(2 \times 0.25) = 14.6 \) and \( K_{D2} = K_{D2}^{(ES)}/\xi_2 = 7.3/(2 \times 0.75) = 4.86 \). Moreover, for keeping constant the droop loop gain, the integral gains have been scaled accordingly (\( K_{iS1} = K_{iS1}^{(ES)}/\xi_1 = 13 \times 2 \times 0.75 = 19.5 \) and \( K_{iS2} = K_{iS2}^{(ES)}/\xi_2 = 13 \times 2 \times 0.25 = 6.5 \)). Fig.13 shows the current sharing dynamic. Based on the discussion in Section V, these sharing dynamics can be predicted thanks to (14). Looking at the steps at \( t = 8[sec] \), the 63% of the relative steps from \( i_q = 3.06[A] \) to the final values (4.99[A] - 1.53[A]) are relatively, in terms of absolute current, 4.02[A] and 2.09[A]. Table IV reports all the values of \( K_{iS1}, K_{D1} \), and the relative time constants computed with (14). The calculations are validated for every experiment and simulation in Fig.14. It is worth to mention the values of \( r_1^{(ES)} \) and \( r_2^{(ES)} \) are different because
the sharing loop gain has not been kept constant. This means that the sum of the currents \( i_{qTOT} = i_{q1} + i_{q2} \) are not constant during the transient affecting the final speed of the shaft as explained in the next subsection.

**C. Shaft speed sensitivity to power sharing**

It must be noticed however, by not updating the integral gain of the droop loop, the sharing time constants (Eq.(14)) are different for the two modules. This difference is reflected in the angular speed of the shaft as highlighted in Fig. 15. The fully loaded system \( T_L = 17[Nm] \) is brought to steady state with equally shared power, and at \( t = 8[sec] \) the sharing ratio has been set to 25% - 75%, exactly like in Fig. 14. In this set of experiments, at \( t = 9[sec] \) the ratio has been swapped (75% - 25%). Fig. 16 shows the same experiment with a different sharing loop bandwidth (in Fig. 16 \( BW_S = 120[rad/sec] \), whereas in Fig. 15 \( BW_S = 40[rad/sec] \)). Both the experiments have been run updating (red line with diamond markers) and not updating (continuous blue line) the integral gains of the two modules. As long as the \( BW_S \) increases, the current sharing dynamics become faster. For \( BW_S = BW_C \) the sharing dynamic would be the same obtained with configuration depicted in Fig. 6, where the current set-point can be changed by the gain \( W \). A similar behaviour has been achieved in the experimental results by setting \( BW_S = 120[rad/sec] \) (2.5 times slower than \( BW_C \)). In this case, updating the integral gains during sharing transients is not needed (in Fig. 16 the continuous blue line matches the red one with diamond markers). However, fast sharing transients could lead to vibrations caused by the quasi-step torque change. If the application requires a smoother transition, the approach proposed in this paper offers the opportunity to control the sharing transient updating the integral gains still tracking the speed reference.

**IX. Conclusions**

This manuscript is focused on Integrated Modular Motor Drives (IMMD) for high-reliability transportation applications. The suggested speed drooped system compared to the state of the art is more reliable being fully modular. The state space model of the system is realized and successfully verified. A simplified design procedure has been proposed for the tuning of the different control loops. The global speed dynamics has been designed first, and then attention has been focused on the power sharing transients. The whole procedure has been validated step by step in Matlab simulation first, and then with a 3kW experimental rig showing good agreement with the expected results. The proposed system appears to be a good candidate for some applications of integrated modular motor drive for its inherent higher reliability and fault tolerance.